All-optical helicity-dependent switching in ferromagnetic Co/Pt multilayers is investigated using magneto-optical microscopy and anomalous Hall effect measurements. A state diagram is built by studying the effect of pulse duration, fluence, and spot size. We use numerical solutions of the three-temperature model to explain that the all-optical helicity-dependent switching mechanism relies on the spin bath reaching temperatures close to the Curie point. Further insights into the reversal process are provided by the experimental demonstration of significant helicity-dependent reversal after a single laser pulse that reveals the involvement of direct angular momentum transfer. Moreover, based on the observation that longer pulse durations and larger spot sizes lead to enhanced reversal efficiency, we identify experimental conditions that lead to saturated magnetization reversal after just a few tens of laser pulses.
I. INTRODUCTION
All-optical switching (AOS) of the magnetization in metallic systems has been increasingly studied during the last decade since the discovery that a single femtosecond laser pulse could trigger the magnetization reversal in Gd-based ferrimagnetic alloys [1] [2] [3] . AOS offers the possibility of unprecedented fast and energy efficient magnetization manipulation and could impact applications in the fields of magnetic data storage, memory, computing, and logic. The technological potential has recently increased due to the discovery of AOS for a wide range of magnetic materials such as ferrimagnetic, synthetic antiferromagnetic, and ferromagnetic thin films and granular recording media [4, 5] . However, all investigated materials other than Gd-based alloys and multilayers require a large number of laser pulses to achieve AOS and the magnetization within the reversed region is often not fully saturated.
Due to the complexity of laser pulse-induced magnetization dynamics, there exists no unified theory for AOS to date. Nevertheless, incomplete model descriptions have helped to identify the most important mechanisms at the origin of AOS for different material systems. In contrast to the initial belief that AOS is always driven by the transfer of angular momentum from the light field to the sample, two of the three most prominent model descriptions reveal temperature-induced magnetization dynamics as the driving force for AOS. * stephane.mangin@univ-lorraine.fr
The first, applicable to Gd-based ferrimagnetic alloys and multilayers, identifies exchange scattering between antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices with significantly distinct demagnetization rates as the driving force for AOS via a transient ferromagnetic state [6, 7] . Since this mechanism does not depend on the light helicity, it leads, in general, to toggle switching of present magnetic patterns for successive light pulses [8] . Nevertheless, deterministic all-optical helicity-dependent switching (AO HDS) can be achieved over a narrow fluence range that is governed by helicity-dependent absorption (magnetic circular dichroism, MCD) [9] .
The second model interprets accumulative switching, observed in granular recording media after several hundreds of laser pulses, as the result of distinct superparamagnetic fluctuation rates for oppositely oriented grains that follow from MCD-dependent heating rates [10, 11] . According to this model, single laser pulses with durations shorter than a few picoseconds, that is, shorter than the fastest superparamagnetic fluctuations, can never (even partially) reverse the magnetization of a fully saturated sample. Instead, they can randomize the magnetic orientations of the excited grains at best.
Only the third model attributes AO HDS to direct angular momentum transfer from the light to the sample (via the inverse Faraday effect) [12] . It equates AOS with thermomagnetic writing governed by optically induced magnetic field and temperature transients. Thus, its predictions rely on the interdependent results of three individual models for the calculation of (i) the strength and duration of the 2331-7019/19/12(2)/024019 (7) 024019-1 © 2019 American Physical Society optically induced magnetic field, (ii) the electron-and lattice-temperature dynamics following the optical excitation of the sample, and (iii) the magnetization dynamics driven by the results of (i) and (ii). Numeric simulations of the magnetization dynamics have shown that single laser pulses can cause fully saturated AO HDS of ferromagnetic materials provided the following conditions are met simultaneously [12, 13] : First, the temperature of the involved spins has to lie within a narrow band below the Curie point. It has to be high enough to enable linear (precessionless) magnetization reversal, but low enough to ensure that the impact of the optically induced magnetic field pulses is not surpassed by thermal fluctuations. Second, the duration and magnitude of the optically induced magnetic field pulses have to both exceed minimum values that are predominantly governed by the heating rate of the spins and by the field pulse duration, respectively.
According to the conditions above, saturated single shot AO HDS in ferromagnetic media relies on specially tuned field and temperature transients and can consequently only be achieved for particular sets of mutually dependent material and laser pulse parameters. The fact that even partial helicity-dependent reversal has not been observed in any single shot experiment on ferromagnetic media so far raises the question of whether those parameter sets exist at all. In other words, it might be impossible to find laser pulse parameters that, when combined with the material parameters of real ferromagnets, lead to single shot AO HDS. Indeed, recent theoretical work on the inverse Faraday effect suggests that optical excitations of ferromagnetic materials by 100-fs laser pulses cannot create magnetic fields of sufficient strength and duration to drive single shot AO HDS (without heating the spins too much) [14] . However, the calculated fields are strong enough to explain measurements of multishot AO HDS in ferromagnetic films as the result of helicity-dependent domain expansion.
In this paper, we study the influence of laser pulse parameters such as pulse duration, beam size, fluency, and number of pulses in order to study AO HDS reversal in Ferromagnetic Co/Pt multilayers. From this study, we can build a state diagram, which highlights the conditions for which AO HDS is possible. Furthermore, we determine a set of parameters allowing reversal for a very low number of pulses. We even demonstrate a significant percentage of magnetization switching for a single pulse. Those results should not only have an impact on potential applications-energy efficient switching may be obtained-but they have strong implications for the fundamental understanding of the effect. Indeed, the single-pulse switching proves that angular transfer from the light to the magnetic material is key for AO HDS in Co/Pt. We show that all our results are in line with the third model introduced above that describes the reversal as the result of an angular momentum transfer or an inverse Faraday effect once the system receives enough energy to reach a certain spin temperature.
II. AO HDS STATE DIAGRAM
All the experiments are carried out on a glass/Ta(3)/ Pt(3)/[Pt(0.7)/Co(0.6)]/Pt(3) stack (thicknesses in nm) that will be referred to as Co/Pt. The sample shows a strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and a coercivity of 15 mT at room temperature. The magnetic configuration of the full film is imaged with a MOKE microscope. A piece of the film is then patterned using optical lithography into a 5-µm wide Hall cross in order to electrically detect the magnetic state via the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) [3] . The 800-nm wavelength laser beam is kept at the same position during the excitation.
In order to find the optimal conditions for AO HDS, we systematically and independently vary three laser parameters: the fluence, the pulse duration, and the beam diameter. Figures 1(a)-1(c) show three characteristic MOKE images after exposure to 600 σ + laser pulses with a pulse duration of 1 ps and for different laser fluences. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , a fluence of 8.3 mJ/cm 2 leads to an alloptical fully switched magnetic domain (red) on an initially saturated film (blue). When increasing the fluence to 9.1 mJ/cm 2 [ Fig. 1(b) ], the area affected by the laser becomes larger while the central part gets demagnetized, which is consistent with previous works [5] . However, Fig. 1(c) shows that for an even larger fluence, the whole exposed area ends up in a multidomain state. This is rather unexpected under the common assumption that AO HDS happens within a fluence range. The absence of any reversed area at high fluences could be due to the following mechanisms. Increasing the average fluence reduces the spatial area within the fluence range, which could lead 
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to a domain below the critical domain size. Alternatively, the excess heat in the center part of the Gaussian could diffuse outward thereby overheating and erasing the optically switched area. Due to the circular shape of the exposed area, we will now focus on their cross sections [black dotted lines in Figs. 1(a)-1(c)]. We record MOKE images for fluences between 4 and 20 mJ/cm 2 ; and pulse durations from 40 fs to 3 ps, at a fixed helicity σ + . We plot the resulting cross sections in Fig. 1(d) for a beam diameter of 104 µm and in Fig. 1(e) for a beam diameter of 168 µm.
In the case of small diameter beams and pulses shorter than 200 fs, no switching can be observed in Fig. 1(d) independent of the fluence. However, for pulses with the same fluence and duration, switching is possible if the pulse diameter is increased [ Fig. 1(e) ]. Above 200 fs, the reversed area increases and a transition from a single domain state [ Fig. 1(a) ] to a mixed state occurs. In the mixed state, the center of the spot shows a multidomain state while the magnetization is fully reversed within an outer ring as previously reported. For a beam diameter of 168 µm, magnetization reversal can be obtained for laser pulses as short as 40 fs [ Fig. 1(e) ]. Note that the spatial resolution of MOKE is about 1 µm whereas the equilibrium domain size of the Co/Pt sample is estimated to be around 100 µm in Ref [15] .
To verify our findings about the impact of pulse length and laser fluence on AOS derived from fluencedependent measurements at various fixed pulse lengths, we also perform complementary pulse length-dependent measurements at constant fluence. Figure 2 (a) presents the evolution of the cross section of the laser excited region for a laser fluence of 8.2 mJ/cm 2 when the pulse duration is shortened from 2 ps to 40 fs. The excellent agreement with Fig. 2(b) , depicting the corresponding results derived from Fig. 1 , proves that a change in the pulse duration for a given laser fluence and a change in the laser fluence for a given pulse duration are equivalent. The experimental data presented in Figs. 1 and 2 allowed us to construct the magnetization state diagram as a function of pulse duration and laser fluence as shown in Fig. 3 . Three different areas can be defined: For low fluences and long pulses, the laser has no effect on the magnetic configuration. In the case of large fluences and short pulse durations, a multidomain state is observed. In between the two areas, for a certain range of pulse duration and laser fluence, full AO HDS corresponding to the reversal of a single magnetic domain is obtained. This state diagram reveals that for all pulse durations, a threshold fluence is required for AO HDS to be observed. Moreover, the fluence window for AO HDS widens for longer pulse durations, thereby indicating enhanced reversal efficiency for longer pulses. This observation is consistent with the previous reports on Tb/Co [16] and Co/Pt films [17] .
III. SWITCHING TEMPERATURE
In order to explain our findings, we model the temperature dynamics of electron (T e ), lattice (T l ), and spin (T s ) 024019-3 systems using the three-temperature model (3TM) [18] . We use the experimental pulse duration and associated fluence value for which switching is possible (Fig. 3) .
For this, the spatial and temporal shapes of the laser pulse are described by the Gaussian
where I 0 is the pulse amplitude intensity, x 0 is the beam diameter, and τ 0 is the pulse duration [19] [20] [21] . Hence, the fluence is defined as F(x) = I (x,0)τ 0 . The time evolution is derived using a set of coupled differential equations given by
where the electronic specific heat (C e ) increases linearly with the electron temperature: C e = γ T e , and C s (C l ) is the spin (lattice) contribution to the specific heat. G EL , G ES , and G SL are the electron lattice, electron spin, and spin lattice interaction constants that define the energy transfer rate from the electron system to the spin and the lattice. The values of the parameters such as the electron specific heat and coupling between the electron and lattice systems used are the ones given in Ref. [19] . The magnetic (lattice) specific heat and electron spin and spin lattice interactions are taken as free parameters. For the calculation, we consider that the spin lattice interaction time is longer than the spin electron interaction time and the electron-electron interaction is shorter than the spin-spin and lattice-lattice as in Ref. [22] . All the parameters used are shown in Table I . Numerical solutions of the three-temperature model show (see Fig. 4 ) that neither the electronic peak temperature nor the final phonon's temperature remain constant for different pulse durations and fluences leading to AO HDS. However, the maximum spin temperature seems Fig. 1 . The evolutions, starting from room temperature, T RT , are obtained using the 3TM equations (2) and parameters from Table I. to be within a certain temperature range. Moreover, this temperature range is close to the Co/Pt Curie temperature. The agreement of this finding with the respective spin temperature-related switching criterion suggests that AO HDS in Co/Pt is the result of thermomagnetic writing by optically induced fields. Moreover, solutions of the three-temperature model for fixed fluences reveal that the maximum spin temperature decreases with increasing pulse length. Thus, the disappearance of AO HDS for pulses longer than the fluence-dependent upper limit identified in our state diagram can be understood as a consequence of insufficient spin heating.
To corroborate our claim that AO HDS in Co/Pt indeed satisfies the spin temperature-related switching criterion, that is, that the spin temperature is very close to the Curie point during the reversal, we present the evolution of the magnetic configuration as a function of the laser fluence as measured in the presence of a small perpendicularly applied magnetic field in Fig. 5 . The sample initially magnetized M↓ is irradiated with a laser of σ + helicity. AO HDS is observed for a 40-fs pulse duration. An external magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the sample. The magnitude of the magnetic field H ext is much smaller than the coercive field at a room temperature H C = 150 Oe. A positive (negative) external field helps (suppresses) the magnetization reversal. Even for a field of 1 Oe or −1 Oe, the area affected by the switching changes. The area slightly increases for 1 Oe and slightly decreases for −1 Oe, whereas a 10-Oe field significantly increases the size of the switched area and decreases the demagnetized area. For −10 Oe, AO HDS is no longer 024019-4 observed. The strong effect of such small fields indicates that the system is close to its ordering temperature.
IV. TOWARD SINGLE-PULSE SWITCHING
Having identified thermomagnetic writing by optically induced fields as the reversal mechanism of AO HDS in Co/Pt, we now turn our attention to the key question of whether optimized laser parameters can lead to switching after a single pulse. Again, up until now, all the reported works have shown that a large number of pulses is required to observe AO HDS in uniformly magnetized samples that do not contain Gd. El Hadri et al. have shown that a few hundred ultrashort pulses are required for switching Co/Pt or Co/Tb alloys [23] . By fine tuning of the excitation parameters, we are able to drastically reduce the number of pulses required to obtain HD AOS. Figure 6 shows that full AO HDS can be reached after 50 pulses of 2-ps duration. Even 10 pulses under the same condition are enough to reverse the magnetization even though the reversal is not as uniform.
In order to enable studies on the effect of a single laser pulse, the Co/Pt film is patterned in a 5-µm Hall cross and the out-of-plane component of the magnetization is monitored via the anomalous Hall voltage (AHV) [24] . The center of the Hall cross is excited with single 2-ps laser pulses with a fluence of 11 mJ/cm 2 for different circular and linear polarizations. The diameter of the beam (70 µm) is larger than the 5-µm cross width.
As shown in Fig. 7 , exciting the sample with a linear polarization leads to V AHV = 0, which is characteristic of a multidomain state, whereas circularly polarized laser pulses induce a signal V AHV = ±0.1 whose sign is governed by the polarization of the light. The transition between the initial and final states takes less than 200 ns, which is the time resolution of our setup. Since our measurements are performed on uniformly magnetized samples, the observation of single-pulse AO HDS cannot be explained by magnetic circular dichroism (as is done in Refs [25] and [26] ). Thus, our results prove that AO HDS in Co/Pt is driven by angular momentum transfer from the light to the magnetic material.
V. CONCLUSION
We study the influence of laser pulse parameters such as pulse duration, beam size, fluence, and number of pulses on magnetization switching and demagnetization in Ferromagnetic Co/Pt multilayers. From this study, we build a state diagram showing the magnetization state of the ferromagnetic thin film after the laser exposure as a function of the laser fluence and the pulse duration. We optimize the laser pulse characteristics to observe full magnetization switching after 50 pulses and significant switching after only 10 pulses. We then perform a single laser pulse experiment showing that it is possible to obtain 10% switching for an optimized laser pulse. Those experimental results allow us conclude that magnetic circular dichroism alone cannot explain AO HDS. Combining the experimental results and the three-temperature 024019-5 model suggests that the criteria to observe switching is that the laser brings enough heat so that the spin temperature can reach a value close to the spin-ordering temperature. At this temperature, we expect that a moderate angular momentum transfer from the circular polarized light to the magnetic material should be sufficient to generate the switching. This conclusion is in agreement with the theoretical prediction provided by Oppenner et al. [27, 28] .
